
UNIQUE ACCESS to system information and TOTAL building control
right in the palm of your hand

GEN X allows you to easily expand your offering creating new business opportunities

A new generation of VVT type control
to simplify & streamline your installation while 

greatly enhancing your customers system control and comfort
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WOW – With Out Wires 
Quoting labor on your controls jobs has never been easier 
without thermostat wiring using our new SIMPLIFIED VVT 
controls and mobile cloud-based app

EASIEST INSTALLATION YET
1-24V 40 VA transformer powers all dampers in the system.  
You simply daisy chain 24V and 2 wire unshielded twisted 
pair communications loop from damper to damper with no 
home runs.

Wi-Fi App Based Control 
to support 2-20 
modulating dampers per 
RTU or Split Systems
AT HALF THE PRICE

WOW!
Remotely control VVT systems with our App and your wireless device...from ANYWHERE



Call (800) 228-2966 
or get a quote at www.zonexproducts.com

View and update all system information 
from the free mobile app and use the 
System Diagnostic to identify wiring 
errors in seconds.  

GEN X puts total system control in 
the palm of your hand
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Expand your 
GEN X System

up to 20 zones 
using Wireless Stats
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For customers that want to monitor and control 
HVAC systems with a wireless mobile device from ANYWHERE

Access your customers job ANYTIME from ANYWHERE!!!
Communicate to one or multiple VVT type systems from the free GEN X mobile app

GEN X - So much more than a Wi-Fi Stat


